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Sell Once, Help Twice
Support your cause with products that improve the 
lives of those who make them. 
With Double Cause Fundraising, your group or organization can 
raise much needed funds while helping families and children in Haiti. 
The hand-crafted jewelry helps keep families together and provides 
hope to a hurting community. It’s simple, it’s unique and it’s 
something you can promote with pride. 
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Raise money with products that matter
Double Cause Fundraising (DCF) changes the way local organizations raise 
money by offering products from Haiti that change the lives of those that make 
them.  With every piece of jewelry sold, local causes are served and women in 
Haiti move closer to escaping poverty and improving the lives of their children. 

Contact us to request a product and pricing packet: 
doublecause@threeangelshaiti.org

Select products and quantities and submit the 
required deposit (depends on size of order).

Sell the products, send in the Artisan’s portion, and 
keep your profit!

Getting Started:

Energize your local fundraisers
By offering unique products that matter, your fundraisers and customers will be 
energized by knowing that their efforts have double the impact. 

Earn more money for your cause
DCF products are beautiful! Our Artisans create high-quality jewelry from 
the heart, which maximizes profits for your local cause. Simply put, 
customers will want to buy more. For each item sold, your group will 
receive a competitive percentage of the sale. For example, bracelets that 
sell for $10 deliver a 50% profit! 

Make fundraising fun and easy
Along with sales materials, each participant receives their own supply of 
product so the transaction is immediate. Half the fun is picking out a unique 
piece for each customer. Every item is tagged with a picture and story of the 
Artisan in Haiti. The connection your customer will make with the product is 
significant and meaningful. 

Contact Us: Three Angels Children’s Relief
  25876 The Old Road #285 Stevenson Ranch, CA 91381
  P: 661.476.9729     Email: doublecause@threeangelshaiti.org
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“We try to teach our kids the Golden 
Rule; doing to others as you would  
have done to you. This is an 
excellent opportunity to reinforce 
that ideal!”  
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